We present a method to reconstruct autocorrelated signals together with their autocorrelation structure from nonlinear, noisy measurements for arbitrary monotonous nonlinear instrument response. In the presented formulation the algorithm provides a significant speedup compared to prior implementations, allowing for a wider range of application. The nonlinearity can be used to model instrument characteristics or to enforce properties on the underlying signal, such as positivity. Uncertainties on any posterior quantities can be provided due to independent samples from an approximate posterior distribution. We demonstrate the methods applicability via simulated and real measurements, using different measurement instruments, nonlinearities and dimensionality.
I. INTRODUCTION
The challenge of reconstructing signals from noisy measurements is omnipresent in science and technology. A large variety ranging from general to highly specific methods are applied to recover the concealed quantities from the data. When having an excellent signal-to-noise ratio, it might be sufficient to back project the data using a description of the instrument and perform a deconvolution with the instrument kernel. This procedure is called the filtered back projection and is widely used in modern medical imaging applications [1] . The better the understanding of the data in form of prior knowledge about the process of data generation, the better the signal's reconstruction. One noteworthy example of this is the large topic of compressed sensing [2, 3] . It can fully recover sparse signals, given some further properties, in only partially sampled data, which is possible due to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [4, 5] . In many situations, however, one does not want to assume sparsity or high signal-to-noise ratio. Instead, it is necessary to use general models, capturing only justifiable features of the signal to avoid a biased reconstruction.
One such general property is autocorrelation. Many signals we observe are generated by processes following temporal or spatial correlation. If the correlation structure is known and exploited, it significantly increases the fidelity of the reconstruction. If it is the only known property of the signal, in the case of linear measurement and Gaussian noise, one ends up with the well-known Wiener filter [6] due to maximum entropy considerations. As it builds the foundation of our considerations a detailed discussion of the Wiener Filter can be found in Appendix A, also to introduce the information field theory (IFT) formalism [7] used in this paper.
Unfortunately, by far not for all processes the correlation structure is known. In many cases it is even the quantity of interest itself, as it provides deep insights into the underlying process generating the signal. This can, for example, be done via Exact Bayesian Covariance Estimation and Signal Reconstruction for Gaussian Random Fields (MAGIC) [8] which estimates the exact posterior using Gibbs sampling. However, this method requires huge computational resources, which limits it to only a small selection of problems where such precision is necessary. An approximate, variational approach is the critical filter [9] , which as well reconstructs the signal and its correlation structure, using homogeneity and isotropy arguments. Its concepts and technical details are outlined in Appendix B. The fundamental assumption underlying these approaches is the existence of statistical homogeneous autocorrelation, without specifying it any further. It has been successfully applied in various forms in the context of astrophysical imaging [10, 11] .
So far the critical filter, due to tremendous computational costs, was limited in its applicability to relatively small problems, despite being significantly faster than methods based on Gibbs sampling. In this paper we will propose a mathematical reformulation of its internal signal representation to overcome such limitations and drastically speed up algorithmic convergence, which will be outlined in IV. With this we hope to open it for a large variety of possible applications. This is achieved by changing from an indirect reconstruction scheme to direct communication of the correlation parameters with the data. In addition we will extend the model to arbitrary nonlinear measurements. In this situation no analytic solution to the inference problem is available, which is why we will rely on variational inference schemes, minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [12] between the true posterior distribution and its approximation. The KL divergence itself is also not calculable for arbitrary nonlinear response functions. Instead, we minimize a statistical estimate of it, using samples from the approximate posterior, from which we can sample independently. Those samples can also be used to provide uncertainty estimates to arbitrary posterior quantities, such as the local reconstruction fidelity.
This turns the entire algorithm into a stochastic minimization problem. Restricting oneself to only monotonous response functions, unique solutions can be obtained. The flexibility of the presented approach with respect to response functions can be used to model nonlinear, instrument specific characteristics or to enforce additional signal characteristics, such as positivity or strong spatial variability.
After a brief summary of the the required algorithmic steps we present its application to two distinct arXiv:1711.02955v2 [stat.ME] 13 Feb 2018 examples. As the model is formulated in the abstract language of information field theory (IFT) [7] , it can be straightforwardly applied in a large variety of contexts, independent of the number of spacial dimension or measurement instruments. The first example demonstrates the method's capability of dealing with rather extreme nonlinearities, containing jumps and flat regions. In the second example, a real data application, we reconstruct the supernova remnant 3C391 from VLA radio interferometric data, and additionally perform a noise calibration during inference.
II. NONLINEAR MEASUREMENTS
The situation we want to discuss in this paper is the nonlinear measurement of an autocorrelated Gaussian signal s with additive Gaussian noise n. The nonlinearity is described by a monotonous, local function f (s), which modifies each value of s. The nonlinear function can serve two distinct purposes. On the one hand we can use it to model nonlinear instrument characteristics, such as detector saturation. On the other hand we can use it to express expected nonGaussian signal characteristics. We can, for example, use it to enforce positivity or allow for exponential variations between locations using the exponential function. The latter corresponds to a lognormal model, which is widely used in astrophysical image reconstructions. The measurement itself is characterized by the linear measurement operator R, encoding a detailed description of the measurement process. The data d is than related to the field s via the measurement equation
Here f is applied ti each field value s x separately, such that f (s) x = f (s x ). R is the linear (part of) the instrument response, which maps the continuous field f (s) into a discrete data vector. Assuming the noise covariance is known, we can marginalize out the noise, which provides us with a Gaussian likelihood. We will encode the autocorrelation of the signal field s in a Gaussian signal prior with correlation structure S. In order to infer the signal field s given the data, we combine the likelihood with the prior according to Bayes theorem. More conveniently we simply add up the log-likelihood and the log-prior. It reads
The first line corresponds to the Gaussian loglikelihood, the second term to the Gaussian log-prior.
Here the = indicates that signal independent constants are dropped, as they vanish during the normalization. The expression above corresponds to the un-normalized log-posterior, or in the IFT language the problem Hamiltonian, as it corresponds to an energy functional for fields. For a linear function f (s) this is the Wiener Filter problem, which is analytically tractable. A detailed derivation, starting with the linear data equation and containing all relevant steps can be found in Appendix A. The more general problem described above this is the nonlinear Wiener Filter problem. Here the normalization is not feasible for arbitrary functions. The usual approach would then be an approximation, which maximizes the Hamiltonian above to obtain the Maximum Posterior (MAP) estimate.
III. CRITICAL FILTERING
We want to extend this model to a priori unknown correlation structures S of s, using the model of the critical filter [13] , which has already been successfully applied in multiple astrophysical imaging problems [10, 11] . It assumes a priori homogeneity and isotropy, which allows the correlation structure to be expressed as a power spectrum in the harmonic basis, i.e. the Fourier space. This power spectrum is discretized into individual bins, of which the coefficients are inferred. The covariance is expressed in terms of a logarithmic power spectrum to ensure positive definiteness of the correlation structure. A prior assumption to the spectrum is smoothness on a logarithmic scale in Fourier space, which is expressed in terms of the L 2 norm of the second derivative. Combining this model with the nonlinear Wiener filter model from the previous section, we obtain the full critical filter Hamiltonian for nonlinear measurements. It reads:
The first line originates from the likelihood, the second line corresponds to the prior of s, now depending on the logarithmic power spectrum τ . The F operator indicates Fourier transformation and the isotropic projection P relates the power spectrum to the correlation structure to the diagonal of S in the harmonic domain. The -symbol raises the diagonal to a diagonal operator. The third line implements the smoothness prior via the second derivative ∆ on a logarithmic scale and expected deviation σ from it. A detailed derivation containing various subtleties of practical relevance is outlined in Appendix B. In order to achieve convergence, the maximum posterior approach is insufficient, instead one has to perform a variational inference, capturing uncertainties within the posterior signal field s. The inference problem itself is then solved by iterative optimization with respect to the signal field s and logarithmic power spectrum τ . This procedure itself is dreadfully slow due to the strong interdependence between the correlation structure and the corresponding signal field. In one step the signal is inferred for the current power spectrum, in the next step this signal field is used to update the correlation structure. In each step only tiny improvements are possible, especially in the regime of high noise, where the data is inconclusive.
This problem can be illustrated as high dimensional, diagonal valleys in the energy landscape, in which we are looking for the minimum. The alternating procedure leads to a zigzag movement following only slowly the diagonal valley downhill.
To overcome this problem we will propose a reformulation of the model described above, which strongly decouples the inference problem of the signal field and its correlation structure.
IV. THE NEW CRITICAL FILTER
According to our prior distribution the signal s is drawn from a Gaussian distribution, whose covariance matrix is diagonal in the harmonic basis. We can draw a sample from a Gaussian distribution by first drawing a point-wise independent, Gaussian, white excitation field ξ with unit variance 1 in its eigenbasis. Weighting this excitation field with the square root of its eigenvalues provides a sample from the initial Gaussian distribution. The square root of the eigenvalues correspond to the standard deviation of each individual mode, serving as the amplitude of the excitation. Introducing the amplitude operator A and the logarithmic amplitude spectrum α will simplify the notation. They are defined as
Therefore, the signal field can be rewritten as
This has two important consequences for the formulation of our problem. The first one concerns the signal field prior, which becomes
using the identity in Eq. 4. This expression does not depend on the power spectrum any longer and corresponds to a L 2 regularization of the excitation. The change of variables also removes the prior normalization, which also contains the power spectrum due to the functional determinant.
Replacing the signal field in the likelihood, too, and using α = 1 2 τ we can rewrite the full problem Hamiltonian as
The old formulation reconstructs in Eq. 3 the signal, which just is the product of excitation and the square root of the power spectrum, and uses it to estimate the power spectrum. This shows the high coupling between those two quantities. In this new formulation the excitation and amplitudes are two far more independent quantities, as the excitation is a priori white noise, and the logarithmic amplitude spectrum is smooth. Both quantities now also appear in the likelihood, which allows them to talk to the data directly during the inference, compared to previously, where the power spectrum was only indirectly inferred. The effect of this change on the numerical convergence of the resulting algorithm is drastic and can be seen in Fig. (2) . The same setup and initial conditions for the linear measurement of a one dimensional signal with resolution 1024 is used for both cases. For the inference we will optimize a stochastic estimate of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true posterior distribution and a simpler, approximate posterior distribution to fit its parameters. A detailed discussion of all quantities involved will follow in the next section, at this place we only want to give the motivation for the reformulation. Fig. 2 shows that both methods decay roughly as power laws with two clearly distinct slopes in the energy decrease per decade of iterations. The new method already shows signs of convergence after twenty iterations, whereas the old reconstruction takes significantly longer. Even after one hundred iterations it is far from convergence. Linear extrapolation in Fig. 2 roughly hints that the direct method requires two orders of magnitude less iterations in this specific scenario. It is worth to point out that the computational effort for one individual step for both methods is comparable.
After the new method has converged, the stochasticity of the target functional, which estimates the KL, starts to show up. The further evolution of the algorithm is dominated by random fluctuations due to this stochasticity. Using more samples to estimate the KL would reduce this behavior, but it would also increase the computational cost. The reference energy shown in Fig 2 corresponds to the KL of the Wiener filter solution using the correct power spectrum which was used to generate the data. It is not surprising that our reformulated method slightly undercuts this energy, as there might be better fitting correlation structures given the concrete realization. In the following we will discuss the derivation of the inference algorithm using the reformulated critical filter model for nonlinear measurements as defined in Eq. 8. 
V. APPROXIMATING THE POSTERIOR
We are not able to calculate the posterior of our parameters given the data analytically. Hence, we have to think about an approximation to the true posterior distribution. As for the classical critical filter approach, using only the MAP estimate turned out to be insufficient. Furthermore, we have to take the uncertainty of the reconstructed excitation field into account. The simplest way to do this is to approximate the posterior distribution by the product of a Gaussian distribution for the excitation and a point estimate for the amplitude spectrum. We can write this as
The usual approach now would be to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence [12] between this approximative posterior and the true posterior from Eq. 8, which lets us avoid calculating the posterior normalization as is analytically intractable. It is defined as
However, we will not use this to estimate all parameters of our approximate posterior as it still contains numerically problematic objects. We will pursue a hybrid approach, estimating the parameters of the Gaussian using the Laplace approximation by maximizing the Hamiltonian with respect to the excitation. This maximum is then used as the approximate posterior excitation mean t. The gradient of the Hamiltonian with respect to ξ reads
δs being the derivative of the function f with respect to the signal field, evaluated at the current position. This derivative represents a linear operator. In the Laplace approximation the inverse curvature at the maximum of the Hamiltonian is used to approximate the correlation structure. Deriving the expression above by the excitation for a second time yields
The first term, containing the second derivative f is problematic, as it is not necessarily positive definite and can introduce negative curvature, which is prohibited for a covariance operator. However, we expect its contribution to be small in the vicinity of the minimum. It contains the residual d − Rf (Aξ), which measures how compatible the current reconstruction of the signal field Aξ is to the data. This quantity is minimized during inference under model constraints.
Because of this we drop this term. For functions with extremely large second derivatives in the relevant parameter range this might not be justified, but most reasonable functions should not be affected by this. Once we obtained t by maximizing the Hamiltonian, we evaluate the modified curvature at this position as an estimate of the posterior correlation structure.
So far we have an approximation for the excitation's posterior distribution given an amplitude spectrum. We want to use this to infer the amplitude spectrum itself, correcting for uncertainties in the excitation. We can use the KL divergence to infer the most reasonable point estimate α * . Note that this is not equivalent to a joint MAP estimate of both quantities, although we used MAP to calculate the approximate mean posterior excitation. The integration over α in Eq. 10 just inserts α * as we have to integrate over the delta distribution. What remains is the Gaussian expectation value over the problem Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian of the Gaussian itself, which is an entropy.
The second term, the entropy, does not explicitly depend on the amplitude spectrum and will therefore not be relevant for the minimization. Hence, we drop it. What remains is the expectation value of the problem Hamiltonian over the Laplace approximated excita-tion distribution. The relevant KL divergence therefore reads
The smoothness prior has no dependence on ξ and is therefore not affected by the expectation value. Only the likelihood depends on the excitation ξ. We have to evaluate the expectation value, however, for arbitrary functions f (Aξ) this is not analytically possible. In the linear case we can calculate this expectation value, which results in the classical critical filter. For the exponential case we also have analytic formulas, but those are not tractable numerically as they involve operator exponentiation. An elegant solution to this for arbitrary functions is to sample the expectation value and its derivative with respect to the amplitude spectrum. As the Laplace approximation does have the mathematical structure of a Wiener filter, we do have access to independent posterior samples. We will use them to replace the full distribution with a sampling distribution of the form
Any expectation value under this distribution just becomes the mean of this quantity over the set of samples, transforming highly complex expressions into simple averages. How to obtain those samples is explained in Appendix C. For now, we continue to calculate the gradient of the KL with respect to the amplitude spectrum, ignoring the Gaussian expectation value. The gradient reads
We can use this gradient to minimize the KL divergence. To apply a Newton scheme in this minimization, we also need the curvature of the KL, which corresponds to the second derivative. Again we drop problematic terms containing second derivatives.
VI. INFERENCE ALGORITHM
We have now obtained all expressions and methods to set up an iterative scheme to infer the amplitude spectrum and its excitation of a signal field from a nonlinear measurement with additive noise. We start with arbitrary parameter values for the approximate posterior excitation mean t and amplitude spectrum α * . The next step is to minimize the information Hamiltonian
with respect to ξ to obtain an estimate for t using the gradient from Eq. (11) and curvature (12) within a relaxed Newton scheme. In the linear case the minimum is reached after the first step as this is equivalent to the Wiener filter. For nonlinear functions one has to perform several steps, but the Newton scheme leads to fast convergence. Once the Hamiltonian is minimized for the given amplitude spectrum α * , we construct the Laplace approximation by using the curvature at the minimum as approximate posterior covariance. From this distribution we calculate a set of samples {ξ * } using the procedure described in Appendix C.
We use this set of samples to approximate the KLdivergence by replacing the Gaussian expectation value with the sampling mean of this set.
Here we can use its gradient from Eq. (17) and its curvature in Eq. (18) to minimize the divergence again using a relaxed Newton scheme. Once this minimization is converged we can adapt it and continue with another minimization of the Hamiltonian with respect to the excitation using this new amplitude spectrum, which leads to the next excitation estimate. This allows us to draw new samples, which can then be used to re-estimate the amplitudes. This is repeated until the desired convergence is reached. Once we have finished the inference we can use the approximate posterior parameters to calculate any desired quantity with uncertainties using posterior samples. Examples for such are the mean posterior signal with applied nonlinearity
or the uncertainty of the correlated signal estimate
VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We demonstrate the capabilities of the derived algorithm on two different examples. The algorithm was implemented in python using the numerical information field theory package NIFTy [14] , which provides the abstract structure to conveniently implement algorithms derived with IFT.
The first example is based on one dimensional, synthetic data. It includes a rather artificial monotonous nonlinearity with piecewise changing functions, exhibiting discontinuities and flat regions, illustrated in Fig. 4 . Using mock data, we have access to the true underlying signal, which allows us to compare it to the reconstruction.
In the second example we reconstruct a twodimensional image of the supernova remnant 3C391 from radio-interferometric data obtained by the VLA telescope. The nonlinearity in this case is used to model the signal. For radio sources we do want to enforce positivity and allow for spatial variations of the intensities. A typical choice for f (s) to account for these requirements is the exponential function, which leads to a log-normal intensity model [10, 11] . Interferometric data consists of point measurements in the Fourier plane, whereby large parts of the actual image are masked. This complex response can be included straightforwardly, allowing for high quality radio reconstructions.
In the examples we will reconstruct the amplitude spectrum and excitation. However, those quantities are rather counterintuitive. For illustrative purposes we show power spectra and signal fields. The power spectrum is just the squared amplitude spectrum and the signal fields are obtained from the harmonic transformation of the amplitude weighted excitation.
A. One dimensional measurement
The signal field in the first example has a resolution of 1024 equally spaced points in one dimension. It is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with power spectrum
which, as well as its reconstruction, can be seen in Fig. (5) . The noise covariance is N = 5 * 1. The nonlinearity has the form
and is illustrated in Fig. (4) . For negative values this function is linear. At x = 0 this function is discontinuous, jumping from −1 to 0. Between x = 0 and x = it is constantly zero and therefore blind to any variations of the signal in this range. For larger x it behaves quadratic. It does not resemble any reasonable measurement function, indeed this form is solely chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm. Despite all those problematic properties of the response function the signal can be reconstructed. For the algorithm we do need the derivative of the function. It straightforwardly reads
The diverging gradient at x = 0 does not affect the reconstruction as the probability that the field is exactly zero vanishes. The signal and noise were drawn from the prior distribution and the data was generated according to the data equation given in Eq. (1) . The data together with the nonlinearity applied to the signal can be seen in Fig. (3) . For a negative signal we clearly see the linear response. In the positive region the quadratic behavior produces steep spikes and large overall values. The jump of the nonlinearity is visible around zero. There we also see plateaus, originating from the flat part of the function. We started the reconstruction with random, but almost zero initial excitation and a flat power spectrum of p = 1.8 × 10 −2 . The reconstructed signal field, together with the true underlying signal and posterior samples, is shown in Fig. (7) . The samples indicate the correlation and uncertainties of the posterior field distribution. The used nonlinearity introduces complex, highly non-Gaussian uncertainty structures, which can be seen in Fig. (6) . For large, positive field values the uncertainty in the reconstruction is small due to the quadratic behavior. This reduces the effective noise as the signal is stretched out, but only linearly affected by noise in the measurement. In the negative, linear regime the uncertainty is constant, as we would expect for a Wiener filter. In the vicinity of zero, the data is not strongly conclusive, as the response is flat between 0 and 0.5. This leads to the increase of variance within the reconstructed signal field. The recovered nonlinear signal field interpolates smoothly between the discontinuities as the sample average is calculated. We might overestimate the error in the positive direction close to zero, as the uncertainty of the signal is expressed symmetrically in the approximation, but originates from the behavior close to zero. Overall, both the signal field and its power spectrum are recovered despite the nonlinearity. The signal variance accurately describes the reconstruction uncertainty. In Fig. 5 we see that even on small scales the correct power spectrum is recovered. This is due to the high signal-to-noise ratio in the quadratic regime, whereby variations are magnified. The algorithm provided excellent results in this synthetic example. We will continue with a real-world application.
B. Two dimensional radio-interferometry of SN 3C391
The radio emission from our universe provides us with deep insights into the nature of multiple phenomena occurring everywhere around us. Measuring and reconstructing the radio emission renders a difficult task due to the large wavelengths, terrestrial and ionospheric disturbance and incomplete coverage of the sky. To resolve extended sources radio interferometers are used. The incoming flux of multiple antennas is pairwise correlated according to a time delay corresponding to a certain position in the sky. Each antenna pair probes one position of the Fourier transformed sky brightness. The position is described by a U and V coordinate in the so called U -V plane, which depend on the coordinate distance between both antennas in units of the observational wavelength. Close antenna pairs resolve large scales, while distant ones probe small image scales. The angular resolution of the image is therefore defined by the largest interantenna distance. The correlated antenna fluxes are called visibilities. By far not all positions in the U -V plane, in fact typically only a small subset due to the limited amount of antennas, are probed. In our example we will look at radio interferometric data obtained by the VLA telescope of the supernova remnant SN 3C391 [15] , which is part of the CASA imaging software tutorial [16] . It contains roughly 7 000 000 measured points in the Fourier plane. The back projection of the data using the adjoint instrument response, also called dirty image, is shown in Fig. 9 . A random subset of all measured positions illustrates the U -V coverage in Fig. 8 . It is problematic to obtain accurate noise estimates for the data, as they depend on the instrument calibration, which can change due to environmental effects. To overcome this problem we extended our model slightly by also reconstructing the noise level from the data itself. This is done analogously to the amplitude spectrum. We parametrized the noise covariance as N = e η to enforce positivity and allow for exponential variation. η is a vector of the length of the data. In addition to that we introduce a weak inverse gamma prior to slightly regulate its magnitude and to ensure numerical stability. The corresponding KL-divergence and gradient then read:
To infer the noise covariance, we cannot drop the noise normalization term
† η from the Hamiltonian, as it is no longer a constant. The prior parameters β and q describe the shape and scale of the inverse gamma prior on η, respectively. The inference procedure adapts to this by simply adding a minimization step with respect to the noise covariance in each iteration. The noise is therefore continuously calibrated to the current reconstruction.
The chosen nonlinearity in this example is the exponential function, which leads to a log-normal model for the flux. It allows for exponential brightness variations across the sky and enforces positivity of the underlying intensity distribution. This model has already been successfully applied to radio interferometric data sets in the classical critical filter formulation, but always suffered from slow convergence [11] .
We initialized this reconstruction with a flat amplitude spectrum and a close to zero, white excitation and the data variance as initial noise estimate. The strength of the smoothness prior for the amplitudes was set to σ = 1, allowing for deviations from smooth spectra of one per magnitude. β was set to 2.0000002 and q to 2 * 10 −5 . This leads to a mode of the inverse gamma distribution at 10 −5 , which corresponds roughly to the data variance, and a mean at 100. The mean had to be that high to not restrict the noise too much. Due to the heavy tails of the inverse gamma distribution the relation between mode and mean is rather counter-intuitive. The choice of these values only slightly effects the reconstruction. The main purpose is to avoid numerical instability by divergence of individual points.
The result of the reconstruction and the recovered correlation structure can be seen in Fig. 10 and Fig.  11 , respectively. We sharply resolve the shock front of the supernova and surrounding filamentary structures, even for low intensities. From posterior samples we can also give an estimate of the uncertainty of the resolved structures. The relative uncertainty defined as
is shown in Fig 12, using 100 posterior samples. We clearly see high relative uncertainty in regions with low intensity and vice versa. Using only a limited number of samples leads to some remaining sampling artifacts, but for larger scales the error estimate is reliable. Overall the reconstruction of the supernova remnant SN 3C391 using the presented algorithm gave satisfying results, allowing for highly resolved radio reconstructions, even without having the instrument's noise levels available. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a method to reconstruct autocorrelated signals from nonlinear, noisy measurements without knowing the correlation a priori, but rather reconstructing it simultaneously. Reformulating the mathematical foundations of the underlying model results in a drastic speed up compared the previous approach, enabling whole new fields of application. By using approximate posterior samples one can consider complex uncertainty structures, allowing to generalize the method to arbitrary monotonous nonlinearities.
These can be used to model nonlinear measurement instruments or impose constraints on the signal of interest. Uncertainty information about arbitrary posterior quantities can be obtained by using the approximate posterior samples. We demonstrated the applicability of the algorithm in the context of highly different imaging problems with diverse instruments, nonlinear characteristics and dimension. This can be achieved by formulating the model using the abstract language of information field theory.
As shown in the second example of reconstructing the supernova remnant, the inference of additional unknown quantities such as the noise covariance can be included easily. Adaption to further instruments is straightforward, given a decent description of the instrument response R. The computational effort is still large compared to simpler methods, but the obtained results greatly surpass them in quality, especially in the high noise regime.
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We start with a description of the measurement equation, which establishes a relation between the physical signal and the data we obtained from the measurement process. The signal should be a physical field with infinite resolution, at least in theory. This allows us to apply the rich toolbox of IFT [7] , which applies information theory to fields. The data itself always has to be discrete, as we can never store the infinite degrees of freedom of the field, which corresponds to infinite information. We therefore have to use some instrument which probes the field in some way, for example by integrating it in some area and thereby performing a discretization. Additionally, more complex instrument characteristics can be modeled, as we will demonstrate in the examples later. Finally, in this work we consider additive, Gaussian noise on the data.
Mathematically we can express the result of any linear measurement as data d being the outcome of applying the measurement instrument's response R to the physical field s, transforming it into a discrete quantity, which is finally corrupted by instrument noise n:
As mentioned, we will assume Gaussian noise n with a known covariance structure N :
Here n † is the transposed and complex conjugated noise vector n. The covariance N has the form of a matrix and the expression is therefore a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
The model likelihood describes how likely the data is, given certain quantities. In our case, the likelihood for the data given the signal and noise realization is described by a delta distribution, as all degrees of freedom are constrained, therefore P(d|s, n) = δ (d − (Rs + n)) .
However, we are not interested in the realization of the noise and we will remove it from the formalism by marginalizing it out using our Gaussian noise model. The marginalization is performed over all possible noise configurations, denoted by the integral with respect to Dn. P(d|s) =ˆDn P(d, n|s) =ˆD P(d|s, n)P(n) (A5)
We actually want to know the probability of a signal given the data, viz. What does the data tell us about the signal?. To invert the above likelihood we apply Bayes' theorem:
To calculate this expression we have to specify our prior distribution P(s) over the signal field s. This is a probability distribution over the space of all possible fields, which has an infinite number of degrees of freedom. For now, we assume the signal to vary around zero and to exhibit some correlation structure S(x, x ), which is encoded in the correlation operator S. With only this constraint the least informative [17] prior distribution is a zero centered Gaussian prior of the form P(s) = G(s, S).
The structure of this expression is equivalent to Eq. 
Compared to the probability distributions, the Hamiltonian behaves additive, instead of multiplicative, which makes calculations easier. For our current situation we can take the logarithms of the Gaussian likelihood and prior and add them up to get the full information Hamiltonian.
With a quadratic completion the expression above can be again expressed as a Gaussian exponent:
Here, signal independent constants are dropped (as indicated by =), as the posterior distribution is obtained by normalizing the exponential of the negative Hamiltonian above over all possible signal configurations. Any signal independent constants do not contribute to the integral and are canceled out. In this case the Hamiltonian is of quadratic form with respect to the signal and we therefore just have to solve a Gaussian integral. The normalization turns out to be |2πD| 
The posterior mean m, as given in Eq. A20, is also called the Wiener filter solution, j is called the information source (Eq. A19) and D is the Wiener covariance (Eq. A18).
the property that all diagonal entries corresponding to one bin share the same value, given by the power spectrum. Applying harmonic transformations on both sides transforms the operator back to position space, as in the Wiener Filter example from the previous section.
